INTEGRATED LEARNING PLATFORM (SaaS) OFFERING FOR EXCHANGES

WHAT IS IT?

An All-in-One platform to create and host interactive courses for financial market education with comprehensive admin panel to empower the exchange with course creation & user data protection.

Complete Ecosystem
Learn + Backtest + Paper Trade

Integrated with the backtesting engine & paper trading simulator to facilitate hands-on and practical learning experience.

Regulatory Compliant

Analytics report of user progress
HOW IS IT DIFFERENT?

- Machine enabled Interactive Exercises
- Integrated Jupyter Notebooks
- Rich Content curated by Industry Experts
- Multilingual Videos with Subtitles
- Backtesting Engine
- Paper Trade on the Exchange Products
**HOW DOES IT ADD VALUE?**

Headstart to create your own premium knowledge center

Ability to create the widest range of learning units and interactive features across industry

Empower your users with learning and practicing financial markets concepts

Make your users more informed and enhance their knowledge in the domain. Help them know better about your products, datasets and ways to use and analyse those datasets to make more informed investment decisions

Use the Power of Analytics

Complete power to stay updated with users' progress and help your users in their learning journey through data driven insights